
INCOMMENSURABILITY THESIS

Commensurability is a concept in the philosophy of science whereby scientific theories are . The second coauthor of the
thesis of incommensurability is Thomas Kuhn, who introduced it in his book, The structure of scientific revolutions.

The Philosophical Review, 87 4 , â€” A lexical taxonomy stores and structures the vocabulary used to state
laws and theories; or more specifically, the kinds of things that they describe. Changes in problems and
standards come with corresponding conceptual changes, so that after a revolution, many though not all of the
older concepts are still used, but in a slightly modified way. Horwich, â€” Rather, the new ontology replaces
its predecessor. Consequently, it does not follow that all our future microscopic theories will have to take the
notion of complementarity as fundamental. Is Kuhn a sociologist? But even if a full point-by-point comparison
of incommensurable theories is impossible, and even if theory comparison does not have the status of a proof,
a comparative evaluation of incommensurable theories is still possible cf. It can be noted that the
instrumentalist interpretation recognizes the existence of certain statements whose truth is not only dependent
on the observational statements but also on the evaluation criteria they are subjected to, which are anchored in
the theories. This would allow one to choose the theory with the greatest empirically verified contents or
explanatory powersâ€”or the greatest content that is not falsified if the formulation is Popperian. Google
Scholar Siegel, H. Duhem also already highlighted the communication difficulties between proponents of
competing scientific theories because of these differences in meaning. Kuhn no longer represents scientific
advance as a linear progression from pre-normal science to normal science, through crisis to revolution that
results in a new phase of normal science. Kuhn, T. Hoyningen-Huene , â€”; , â€”; Feyerabend a, 16; c,
allowing for the possibility of rational disagreement. In World changes: Thomas Kuhn and the nature of
science, ed. In his a , Feyerabend criticized two conceptions of meaning. This would result in conflicting
expectations about the same objects, loss of logical relations between statements made with those concepts,
and ultimately incoherence and miscommunication Kuhn [], ,  An evolutionary turn. Against indeterminacy.
Harwood ,  Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. Lakatos and A. The myth of the framework. These
shared kind terms cross-classify the same set of objects into different sets of kinds, resulting in mutually
exclusive lexical taxonomies that break the no-overlap principle. Science and Education, 9, 1â€” For
Feyerabend, however, because planetary theory lacks the quality of universality, there is no
incommensurability ,  Google Scholar Buchwald, J. Feyerabend used the idea of incommensurability to
attempt to expose a dogmatic element that contemporary empiricists share with school philosophies such as
Platonism and Cartesianism from whom empiricists had tried to distance themselves by insisting on an
empirical foundation for scientific knowledge. Ironically, however, in developments after , both authors move
in opposite directions. In the foreword of The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn acknowledged a deep
debt to Ludwik Fleck, a bacteriologist who developed the first explicit sociology of natural science, and
anticipated many contemporary views about the social construction of knowledge. In response to this
misreading, Kuhn repeatedly emphasized that incommensurability does not imply incomparability cf. Rather,
one must become bilingual, learning to use and keep separate the incongruently structured lexical taxonomies
underwriting different laws and theories. Journal of Philosophy, 70 14 , â€” Yale UP:  A kind from one
taxonomy is mutually exclusive with another if it cannot simply be introduced into it because the objects to
which it refers would be subject to different sets of natural laws. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.


